
Arch Law Turns to Axiom to Enhance Cloud-Based

Smart-Contracts Platform
Introduction

OpenLaw is a practice management system 
developed by Arch Law that enables independent 
lawyers to come together under a single platform 
and compete collectively for work, driving 
collaboration and unified service delivery for 
clients.


The client initially had a rudimentary web application 
and reached out to the Axiom team to get some 
crucial features built.



Customer Requirements


Adding New Features to the Application

The client wanted to enhance the application with 
new features including adding account types for 
single users and businesses.


Integrating Digital Signatures

The client required the integration of digital 
signatures to the application for easier collaboration 
of lawyers and their clients.



The Solution

Axiom’s cloud engineers adopted an agile 
development approach to build the new features for 
the client’s application. They upgraded its outdated 
dependencies to the latest versions and fixed 
outstanding bugs in inherited codebase.


The team:


    •	Expanded the account types for the different   

       types of users


    •	Developed a negotiation tool for the different 

       parties (lawyers and their clients) involved
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About Arch Law

Arch Law is a digital law firm providing 
legal solutions to all sizes of clients 
including individuals, startups, SMBs, 
enterprises and insurance companies. 
The firm has developed a smart-
contracts platform that enables faster 
production of legal documents for 
stakeholders while allowing lawyers to 
focus on the consultancy and advisory 
aspects of their practice. 



The platform makes the legal 
ecosystem, including client 
onboarding and collaboration between 
lawyers, efficient with digitization.



Why Axiom?

Axiom enables companies to bring 
ideas to life with scalable and fast 
product development designed for the 
cloud. 


An AWS Advanced Consulting Partner 
and a Citrix and Azure Partner, Axiom 
accelerates high-impact 
innovations.


With 8+ years of expertise in cloud 
native development, the company has 
skilled engineers who are adept at 
building highly scalable apps that can 
be seamlessly deployed, adapted, or 
upgraded.  





       •	Integrated the Annature eSignature tool with the client’s application

       •	Used an SMTP mail server to aid with digital signature workflow and notifications.


 

 Technologies used:

       •	Firebase 

       •	Vue.js

       •	Node.js with Firebase framework

The Result

With the new features added, the end-users of the application can:


   •	Differentiate documents based on account types and templates

       •	Get email notifications on any progress in documentation workflow

       •	Negotiate efficiently with the new tool

       •	Digitally sign documents on time, without having to wait for physical documents to 

          be prepared
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“The team at Arch Law worked with Axiom during the formative development phase of 
our platform. They did a great job building all the initial elements we needed to get the 
project off the ground and in market.  I found the team at Axiom extremely professional, 
responsive, and capable. I would have no hesitation using them again and recommending 
them to others.” 



                                                                                                                     
  - Marcus McCarthy

     Director, Arch Law


